
Markedness 

Markedness is a linguistic concept related to how common or typical a feature is. 

Generally speaking, something that is more common or ubiquitous is considered 

less marked or unmarked, while something less common or less natural is 

considered marked or more marked. In addition, something unmarked or less 

marked may be considered the default form of the feature. Markedness can be 

used to make crosslinguistic comparisons (what happens around the world with 

languages) or what happens within a single language. Some examples follow. 

In the world’s languages, there are relative clauses such as Tom is the man who 

studied SLA, with who studied SLA as the relative clause. There are various types 

of relative clauses depending on the relationship of the relative marker (e.g., who, 

that) to the verb: 

• subject relative clause: Tom is the man who studied SLA; 

• object relative clause: SLA is the subject that Tom studied; 

• indirect object relative clause: Tom is the guy who I gave the SLA book to; 

• object of preposition clause: Tom is the guy who I studied SLA with; 

• genitive clause: Tom is the guy whose SLA book I borrowed; 

• object of comparison clause: Tom is the guy who I am taller than. 

According to surveys of world languages, subject relative clauses are the most 

common and are the least marked. Object of comparisons are the least common 

and are the most marked. 

Other features of language that exist in binary opposition to each other are often 

considered to exist in a marked relationship. For example, masculine gender is 

less marked/unmarked relative to feminine or neuter gender. In sound systems, 

voiceless consonants such as s, t, and k are considered less marked/unmarked 

compared to their voiced counterparts z, d, and g. And, as one final example, in 

semantics, the term lion is considered unmarked and can refer to any kind of lion 

(it is the default form of the word) while lioness can only refer to female lions. 

This is so because lioness entails the addition of a suffix to lion. Note that other 

derivatives and phrases are based on lion and not lioness: lion-like, pride of lions, 

and so on. 

Markedness has been shown to be relevant to both L1 and L2 acquisition. In 

general, learners have more difficulty with more marked elements of language in 

an L2 (regardless of whether the same elements exist in their L1 or not). 

Returning to the example of relative clauses, research has shown that subject and 

object relative clauses are easier to acquire compared to genitive and object of 

prepositions. By “easier to acquire” what is normally meant is that the less 

marked clauses appear sooner in learner output and learners make fewer errors 



with them. More marked items may take longer to appear: Learners may make 

more errors with them, or the marked items may simply not appear at all 

(depending on the structure or feature in question). 

Four names associated with markedness are Susan Gass, Fred Eckman, Eric 

Kellerman, and Helmut Zobl. 

 

 

Nativism/Nativist Theory 

In linguistics, nativism is a term associated with Noam Chomsky, who developed 

the theory that all humans are born with an innate capacity and a knowledge 

system specifically designed for language and language acquisition. 

This contrasts with those who hold that language is purely a result of someone’s 

interaction with the environment. Under linguistic nativism, a normally 

functioning human being is said to be born with Universal Grammar that 

constrains the shape of the language he or she will be exposed to as a child. Thus, 

even though the child does interact with the environment, Universal Grammar 

will restrain the hypotheses the child can make about language. For example, 

under nativism, the child is prohibited from making unconscious rules that are 

predicated on the serial ordering of words (A comes before B). Instead, the child 

must make unconscious rules that are predicated on syntactic structures that 

exist in certain relationships to each other (A can only replace A-like structures 

or occupy a place in a sentence designated for A-like structures). 

Linguistic nativism contrasts with what might be called general nativism, in 

which children aren’t born with something like Universal Grammar but are born 

with something like processing constraints that are tied to structural distance 

among elements. Syntactic structure emerges because of these processing 

constraints. 

Opposite nativism are the positions that claim all language emerges from a 

person’s interaction with the environment and is a result of more general 

cognitive capacities. An example of non-nativism would be skill theory or the 

now-defunct behaviourism. Under these positions, children acquire language 

not because they are born with any innate capacity or knowledge, but because 

they interact with the environment in particular ways and the general 

mechanisms of cognition and learning take care of language acquisition just as 

they would the learning of anything else. 

The one argument that seems to bolster linguistic nativism is the poverty of the 

stimulus. According to this argument, people (including children by the age of 5) 

come to know much more about language than what they could gather from the 



linguistic environment around them. Because people only hear impossible in the 

language they have learned. Because people only hear possible sentences, how 

do they know what is impossible? For example, how do they know that *Should 

I’ve done it? is not a possible contraction of have in English when all they’ve heard 

are the possible contractions with have? Nativists argue that people can do this 

because they are hardwired to rule out certain possibilities, that Universal 

Grammar provides them with what is impossible in language more generally.  

 

Negative evidence 

Negative evidence is a term related to the type of feedback that language learners 

get, and specifically refers to information that a learner’s utterance is ill-formed 

in some way. Negative evidence comes in two types: direct and indirect. Direct 

negative evidence refers to feedback in which the learner is explicitly told his or 

her utterance is incorrect in some way. Examples include “No. We don’t say it 

that way. We say . . .” and “You mean talked. You forgot to put the past tense 

marker on.” Direct negative evidence happens largely in classrooms but not 

exclusively. 

Indirect negative evidence refers to conversational interactions in which the 

person speaking with the learner implicitly points out something is wrong (see 

negotiation of meaning). Here are some of the most commonly researched 

types of indirect negative evidence (appearing in italics). (NNS = non-native 

speaker and NS = native speaker.) 

• Confirmation check: used to verify what one heard 

NNS: He grabbed by the craws. 

NS: The claws? You mean with its hands? 

NNS: Yes, yes. 

• Clarification request: asking the person to clarify 

NNS: I can find no [ruddish]. 

NS: I’m sorry. You couldn’t find what? 

• Recast: restating what the person says as part of the normal interactional 

flow 

NNS: And so he buy a car. 

NS: He bought a car! 

NNS: Yes, he bought a car. 

NS: Wow, how nice. 



Unlike direct negative evidence, indirect negative evidence does not normally 

interrupt the flow of communication and is focused on meaning. In both L1 and 

SLA, researchers have questioned whether negative evidence— in particular 

indirect negative evidence—is either necessary or beneficial to language 

acquisition. In L1 research, negative evidence is widely viewed as being 

unhelpful and certainly not necessary for language growth in the child. 

In SLA circles, it is not clear what the role of negative evidence is. Although there 

is some consensus that direct negative evidence does not advance acquisition, 

researchers dispute the role of indirect negative evidence. The research suggests 

it may be useful for lexical growth as well as other aspects of meaning-making 

(e.g., pragmatics), but it is far from clear whether negative evidence of any kind is 

useful for the growth of the formal properties of language (e.g., syntax, 

morphology). The argument for indirect negative evidence is that it brings 

acquisitional problems into the learner’s focal awareness during communication, 

thus increasing the salience of a grammatical or lexical form. There are several 

arguments against indirect negative evidence, the two most important being that 

(1) indirect negative evidence is haphazard and not frequent enough to be 

important (i.e., interlocutors just don’t provide enough negative evidence, and it 

isn’t consistently provided), and (2) learners don’t always perceive indirect 

negative evidence as an indication that they did something wrong. 

The names most associated with indirect negative evidence are Susan Gass, 

Michael Long, Roy Lyster, and Alison Mackey, although there are many people 

who have written about negotiation of meaning and have discussed indirect 

negative evidence. 

 

Negotiation of meaning 

Negotiation of meaning is a term related to conversations and interactions. 

Specifically, it refers to when there is a communication breakdown that triggers 

some kind of clarification of a speaker’s intended message. That is, negotiation of 

meaning is triggered when there is a mismatch between a speaker’s intended 

message and what the listener interprets as the intended meaning. The purpose 

of negotiation is to resolve the perceived mismatch, and such negotiations can 

occur in just about any kind of interaction. Even natives speaking to other natives 

may say something like “What’re you getting at?” because they’re not quite sure 

what the other person’s intention is. Such negotiations are usually the result of 

pragmatic problems or a lack of background knowledge. With second language 

learners, negotiation of meaning can be triggered by a variety of things, including 

pronunciation, vocabulary, morpho-syntactic matters, pragmatics, and so on, and 



the quality and quantity of negotiation may change depending on the level of the 

learner. 

Following is a sample from Teresa Pica’s research, published in 1994 (NS =native 

speaker; NNS = non-native speaker). 

NNS: The windows are crosed. 

NS: The windows have what? 

NNS: Crosed. 

NS: Crossed? I’m not sure what you’re saying here. 

NNS: Windows are closed. 

NS: Oh, the windows are closed, oh, OK, sorry. 

The mispronunciation of closed by the NNS the first time triggered the response 

by the NS, which was a type of clarification request. The rest of the interaction 

quoted above demonstrates the negotiation and how the miscommunication was 

resolved. 

Negotiation of meaning is deemed important not just for communicative reasons 

but potentially for acquisitional reasons. Negotiation of meaning provides 

indirect negative evidence, clues to the learner that he or she did something 

wrong. Thus, interaction potentially provides useful feedback about vocabulary, 

syntax, and so on. However, researchers are not in agreement about the role that 

indirect negative evidence plays (see the section on this term). Nonetheless, 

negotiation of meaning is important for maximizing comprehension on the part 

of the learner. Not all miscommunications are a result of what learners do wrong; 

they can result when learners don’t understand someone else. Thus, negotiation 

helps to ensure comprehension. 

With increased comprehension, there are increased chances for acquisition, 

because acquisition is a by-product of comprehension to a certain degree. 

The scholars most associated with interaction and negotiation of meaning are 

Susan Gass, Michael Long, Alison Mackey, and Teresa Pica, among others. 

 

Overgeneralization 

Overgeneralization, a concept related to regularization, is the extension of a rule 

or linguistic form to domains where it is not appropriate. It is an attested 

phenomenon both in first and second language acquisition. The best and classic 

example of overgeneralization comes from work on the acquisition of the past 

tense in English. The first past tense forms to be acquired are a handful of the 

irregulars such as came, went, left, and ate. At this point, learners tend not to 



produce endings on regular verbs and may say talk for talked. As the regular 

forms creep in and the learner gains control over them, the correct irregular 

forms tend to drop out and are replaced with forms that look like regularized 

verbs or the overgeneralization of the rule for regular past tense verb endings. 

This is when we see verb forms such as ated/eated, wented/goed, and so on. 

These overgeneralized forms tend to drop out with additional exposure to 

language. 

Overgeneralization is not restricted to verb inflections or morphology more 

generally. Overgeneralization can happen with semantics and lexicon, as in the 

case where child L1 learners might overgeneralize the word doggie, using it to 

refer to all four-legged creatures. Overgeneralization in syntax is less common 

and is often conflated with either a morphological feature or the interface 

between semantics and sentence structure. For example, learners in the early 

stages of acquiring the copular verbs ser and estar in Spanish, often 

overgeneralize ser to the contexts in which estar is required as in Juan es muy 

contento rather than Juan está muy contento (for ‘John is very happy’). In French, 

learners may overgeneralize the verb avoir in the beginning stages of the 

acquisition of the passé composé (past tense), using it where the verb être should 

appear (e.g., J’ai descendu instead of Je suis descendu for ‘I descended’). 

Overgeneralization was widely studied in the early days of SLA research but 

currently does not receive the kind of attention it once did. It is taken as a fact of 

SLA.  

 

Parsing 

Parsing is a psycholinguistic term that refers to the real-time computation of 

syntactic structure during comprehension. For example, the moment a listener 

hears “The man . . .,” that listener immediately projects a determiner phrase (DP) 

while simultaneously tagging it as “subject of sentence.” If the listener hears 

“reduced” next, then that listener most likely tags the word as “verb,” “past 

tense,” thus projecting a verb phrase and confirms that “the man” is the subject of 

the verb. However, if the listener next encounters “to tears,” then the listener’s 

parsing mechanism stops and reanalyzes “The man reduced to tears . . .” as a 

reduced relative clause that is the subject of a sentence. If a verb comes next, say, 

“told,” then the listener’s parser projects a new verb phrase with “The man 

reduced to tears” as the subject of “told.” And so the analysis progresses as each 

word is encountered. Parsing, then, is this moment-by-moment (real-time) 

process of tagging words with syntactic roles, projecting syntactic structure, and 

making sense of the sentence.  



Parsing research in SLA has been minimal to date but is taking on increasing 

importance, the question being whether L2 learners come to resolve ambiguity 

the same way native speakers do. For example, in Italian the sentence Giovanni 

escriveva a Stefano cuando era negli Stati Uniti ‘Giovanni wrote to Stefano while 

he was in the United States’ is ambiguous as to who was in the United States: 

Giovanni or Stefano. Because Italian is a null subject language, the verb era can be 

either bare (have a null subject) or not (have an overt subject, in this case lui). 

Thus, the sentence can also be Giovanni escriveva a Stefano cuando lui era negli 

Stati Uniti. The question becomes how native speakers interpret null and overt 

subjects in the embedded clause. Research has shown that they overwhelmingly 

tend to link null subjects with the subject of the first clause (in this case, null 

subject =Giovanni) but tend to link overt subjects with nonsubjects of the first 

clause (in this case, lui = Stefano). Research on this particular feature 

(interpretation of null and overt subjects) has shown that even very advanced 

speakers of Italian L2 do not resolve ambiguity like native speakers. A good deal 

of research has been conducted on ambiguous relative clauses and what they 

“attach to” during parsing. For example, in Someone shot the maid of the actor 

who was on the balcony, if asked “Who was on the balcony, the maid or the 

actor?,” native speakers of English tend to say the actor (i.e., they “attach” the 

relative clause to “the actor”). But given the exact same sentence in Spanish, 

Spanish speakers tend to say the maid was on the balcony (they “attach” the 

relative clause to “the maid”). Research on L2 learners of Spanish and French 

have shown that in the case of relative clauses, L2 learners parse such sentences 

using L1 preferences but by very advanced stages can become indistinguishable 

from native speakers. The most associated names with parsing research in SLA 

include Paola E. Dussias, Eva Fernandez, and Cheryl Frenck-Mestre. 

 

Positive evidence 

Positive evidence is a term that stands in contrast to negative evidence and 

explicit information (e.g., telling a learner how something works in a language). 

Positive evidence is, essentially, the input that learners hear in communicative 

settings, in both L1 and L2 situations. It contains any and all utterances that 

learners might hear from more proficient or native speakers of the language. It 

can also be input that learners get from written texts (in the L2 context, of 

course, given that child L1 learners don’t read). Some people refer to it as 

primary linguistic data. It is called positive because it does not contain direct 

negative feedback, such as error correction.  

According to theories of acquisition that work with Universal Grammar, only 

positive evidence can be used by the language learning mechanism; that is, the 



language learning mechanism cannot make use of negative evidence. The 

language learning mechanism also cannot make use of explicit information such 

as rules provided to the learner. In short, what the language learning mechanism 

needs is samples of language from the communicative environment. Positive 

evidence is also implicated in the poverty of the stimulus situation, meaning 

that learners come to know far more about language than what is evident in the 

language they are exposed to. 

 

Poverty of the stimulus 

Poverty of the stimulus (POS) is a situation in which people come to know more 

than what they could have gleaned from the data provided to them and is 

traceable back to Greek philosophers, most notably Plato. Plato was concerned 

with the issue of the relationship between knowledge and experience. He wanted 

to know how it is that a person could come to know something that was never 

learned explicitly. As part of his reasoning, he concluded that people must be 

born with innate ideas or at least some innate knowledge. 

In language acquisition terms, the POS was outlined by Noam Chomsky and 

means that people come to have an underlying competence or mental 

representation of language greater than what the input data should have 

allowed them to have. The best example of this comes from knowledge about 

what is disallowed in a language. For example, speakers of English know that I’ve 

done it is a fine sentence but that the contraction of I’ve is disallowed in the 

question *Should I’ve done it? One can only say Should I have done it? How does a 

person come to know that I’ve (and contractions more generally) is allowed in 

some instances and disallowed in others? No one teaches a child this, and 

negative evidence on grammar and syntax is virtually absent or at best 

haphazard in interactions with child L1 learners. 

And yet every speaker of English comes to know what is disallowed with 

contractions. What makes the POS particularly interesting is that learners only 

get positive evidence in the input; that is, they only get examples of what 

languages allow. How then do they come to know what is disallowed? 

In short, the input underdetermines the grammatical and syntactic knowledge 

that a speaker comes to have about a language. In addition, people do not always 

speak in complete sentences. They also create false starts, they make what looks 

like surface grammatical errors as they change the nature of a sentence in the 

middle of speaking it, they slur, they abbreviate, they chop words, and so on. 

Spoken language does not look like well-written prose, for example. Thus, when 

we say the input to children is impoverished, there is a poverty of the stimulus: 

The input doesn’t always look good, and it only contains positive evidence.  



Poverty of the stimulus is the bedrock of Universal Grammar, which says that 

people are born with an innate specification for language; that is, certain 

principles about language come hardwired at birth. These principles are what 

constrain language and serve as the internal and unseen “negative” information 

that guides speakers into what is allowed and disallowed in a language. 

In the case of contractions, we begin with the concept that Universal Grammar 

allows movement of constituents in a language. I should have done it and Should I 

have done it are related in that the should has moved from one position in the 

sentence to another in order to form the question version. What Universal 

Grammar contains, though, is also the concept that movement leaves traces. 

When the should moves it leaves behind its trace, where it originated from. 

Imagine a small t standing for trace so that in the speaker’s mind the question 

has this structure: Should I t have done it? This trace blocks contraction; it 

literally occupies the space, and thus I and have can’t merge to form a 

contraction. Therefore, Universal Grammar contains two things that are relevant 

in this instance: the possibility of movement, and traces left behind by 

movement. Such an explanation means, then, that anyone born with normal 

capabilities for language has access to this information, and this is what helps the 

speaker come to know what is disallowed.  

The POS has been applied to SLA as well, most notably by Bonne Schwartz, Lydia 

White, and others who work from a Universal Grammar perspective.  


